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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

~elcome to Arts and Africa. Th~s is Alex Tetteh-Lartey. In 
today's programme we talk to Rev. Dr. Alfred Quarcoo, about 
the nature and function of African art. 

SD. TUNE: 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

A well-known East African musicologist has described African 
music as functional. Could African art also be so described? 
The stool, perhaps even more than the drum, is the out
standing symbol of African culture. At the lowest level it is 
considered merely as something to sit on: at the highest, 
it symbolises the authority of the chief. But is there more 
to it than that? These were some of the questions I was 
turning over in my mind as I visited the Institute of African 
Arts and Culture at the University of Ghana, Legon. 

rm at the moment standing in a small room where there are a 
lot of exhibits of earthenware, of drums. of wooden stools, of 
smocks, of masks, of large pots. In fact of almost everything 
you can think of which you can find in an African museum. 

The Rev. Alfred Quarcoo is the Acting .Head of the Institute of 
African Studies and is a great authority on African art and 
culture. 

His work, 'Leadership in Art' was an exhibition on the occasion 
of the intergovernmental conference on cultural policies in 
Africa in 1975. 

Now Dr. Quarcoo, what's the purpose of this museum? 

Well, it is a kind of teaching museum for The Institute of 
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African Studies and for that matter The University as a 
whole. It's a laboratory and we use this for establishing 
things for students to be able to go out into the field to 
see them for themselves. 

What sort of artistic things do you display here. Are 
they just mere archaeological exhibits? 

No, in fact they are living things in the sense that they 
are still produced. Yousee, the idea of archaeology, 
when you think the things are buried and you make them 
become as Egyptian mummies, is past. Archaeological 
artefacts are things that speak and tell life. So we are, 
as it were, narrating life, talking about life as you 
see them here. The Ghanaians think of art as part of life, 
you compartmentalise them in the European sense, but here 
it is integrated with life, it's part and parcel of life. 
Things you see, ladles, spoons and even something we call 
'chewing sticks' are decorateda They are always 
decorated. 

ALEX TETTEH-LAR~EY: 

DRo QUARCOO: 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

ADd they are functional, they are useful for certain 
things but at the same time they cannot be regarded as 
objects of art. 

' It's functional in a sense that it is used. I don t even 
like the word functional, it's part of our life. 

Can we look at this black pot which I can see on the shelf 
just round the corner. I can see this large pot, about 
2ft in circumference~ I c~n see some heads of women, with 
their fueft hands holding the nexk of the pot and especially 
I can see a tortoise, a snai l. I c~n zee a gun, all 
sticking to the sides of the pot. What is the object of 
this pot? 

Yes, I think you can nudge from the spae of the pot thnt 
it is a beautiful pot, in our concept. It goes up, swings 
bock ~nd then you have these figures on it, those which 
you described as women. The reaching neck is regarded 
as a symbol of beauty~ We think that women with this 
kind of neck, a long rich n~ck is b9aut1tul. Then the 
high forehend is in the Ashanti concept of beauty, some
thing which is benutiful. Then you have these creatures. 
the snail, the tortoise and the duck. Now this is actually 
n Ghanaian proverb saying that 'left to the tortoise 
and the snail, there will be no use for the gun' - meaning 
that the fnmily is n peaceful family, they just let go and 
let God. 
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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Yes, the tortoise ond the snail are very harmless creatures. 

DR. QUARCOO: 

Yes, snd .·you don't want a gun to hunt them down ! 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

Now is this pot merely ornamental or is it actually used to 
cook? 

Well, you could use it to cook, but this particular one is a 
kind of dish. So on festive occasions: you cook, dish out 
into this and people come round from the family and they 
enjoy the food-together.~ It brings the idea of togetherness. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. @UARCOO: 

Well, can we go across to this object here which looks to me 
like an opne coffin. What is tt and what is its purpose? 

Well, it's called palanquin. It is used by Chiefs, they are 
carried in this kind of palanguin on ca:tain occasions where 
they meet their people. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

What is it made of? 

DR. QUARCOO: 

Raffia and some thin slices of cnne. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

I con also see an animal skin lying. across the iront. It looks 
to me like a lion's skin. 

Yes, it is n Jion's skin snd it is prestigious. Yon know, t his 
particular one comes from MAmpong Ashnnti , and it's pretty old. 
It's over :1 century old ond the Chief of Ashanti Mampong is 
supposed to be one of the great Chiefs of the Constitution 
States which came together to form the Ashnnti Union Gnd he h3S 
the right to use the lion's skin which is a prestigious skin to 
use. A sub-Chief cannot use a lion skin and in fnct not ~11 
the Chiefs are cGrried. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY : 

Well, can we come ~cross to this section. I c3n see hanging on 
the wall two smocks, with a lot of talisman on them . Wgat 
ore the sm©cks made of? 
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Well, out of the usual cotton cloth and then the talisman are 
made out of leather. You'll find the arrangements on the 
smock vezy appeoTing. Now quite apart from just the 
arrangement, the smock was supposed, I don't know .whether they 
still think of it this way, but was supposed to be bullet
proof. You will see some holes, this comes from Akoakerni 
in Ashanti region and were actually used . in wars, whether it 
helped them psychologically or not, I've not been able to find 
out yet. But they were gegarded as battle dress. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

I wonder of those holes are really bullet holes. And in which 
case, did that person who wore th[\.t smock, die or not ? 

Well, as far as I know he survived 1 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

I con also see some examples of terrocotts here, about 1 ft 
high, of o man, who looks to me like a Chief sitting on a 
stool., 

This w~s used to mark a grave nnd then taken out into the 
stool room. Now the stool room ts a place where they keep 
stools and not all stools are kept in a stool room. Stools 
of Chiefs who were ajudged by the people as good Chiefs. 
You see. if you become a Chief you will swear to your 
people to abide by the norms of the society ·and so on. If 
you did that, ofter your death, the people will say "well, 
this m:J.n was a good Chi.ef", and your stool will be blackened 
ond put in the stool room. Some of these are put in the stool 
room ond we got this from n stool room. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

There must be very few then, seeing as only o. very few 
people were very good Chiefs. 

Yes, very few, so we h8ve . very few terrocotta. 

ALEX TETTEHLARTEY: . . 

DR. QUARCOO: 

Now ·how about these l2rge 1igures made out of wood here. One 
is about 6ft high, looking rother busty, wit~ her head 
inclL:.ed on her shoulder, with her orms ro.ised up in the oir ! 

Yes, this is a carving of Dr. Oku Ampofo and in fnct, I'm in 
love .. wi_th this por ticula.r carving. It I s cnlled ;'Song of 
Life" the other one is called 11Asese due" but this is called 
"Song og Life". You see the r ·esigned posture, what it's 
saying is "to be Dble to succeed in life, you have to do all 
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you are able to do and then let go". This is a kin of 
guiding principle in Ghanaian culture. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

I cnn see you hnve a lot of stools here on exhibition, 
each with a name. 

Yes. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

Is o stool that important? 

Yes, in fact it's a pet subject for ·me. To me the stool 
epitomizes the culture of Ghona. The stool symbolises 
life, . it symbolises everything. If you hove o child and 
it begins to crawl, you give it a stool. When a girl 
comest, the nge of puberty, you give her a stool, if you 
marry, you give her a stool and then this idea grew up 
and a lineage head ha3 o stool, a few stools maybe used 
os coronations stools. But personal stools may graduate 
into which I call historical charters, and will be put 
into the stool room. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

Thot will symbolise the spirit of the nation 9 

Yes, exactly_ Now this brings my mind to the particular 
historical C8.se in Ashanti where they think of the golden 
stool. Although the golden stool wos supposed to have come 
from Henven~ it was to replace o lineage stool. The idea 
is that all the stools are epitomised in this particular 
stool. They think of it DS the symbol of life. The 
solidarity, the spirit of the people nnd you will remember, 
that in 1896 I think, when Pempeh the 1st wos in trouble 
and the colonial Government wantP.d to take him away, the 

people were not very happy, but they didn't do much about 
it. But when Governor Hodson asked for the stool to sit on, 
this was too much for everybody to SW8llow and this in 
fact, brought about the Asantu wnr in 1900. 

ALEX TETTEH~LARTEY: 

When o woman got up to 1~ad th~ nation against the British. 

DR. QUERCOO: 

Thot's right. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Well, can we move across to a chair which is very very 
intricately desinged, when you lean 8gainst it. 
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Well, this is a big stool C3lled 11Hwedom11 , looking 3t 
the army or looking 0t the people and you sit on this 
sto 1 to pronounce judgement and so on. You'll find the 
intric3.te design on the back o.nd this is called 11dwentiri" 
a ram's head, symbolic of wisdom and strength and humility 
at the same time. So as you sit on this it reminds you 
th~t you shou~d be humble, you hove the power, the wisdom 
and the seat, you find, is very big. It's made of wood, 
with the skin covering it. The kind of skin will tell 
you the status of the chief. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

BR. QUARCOO: 

It looks to me like a throne, the sort of thing one would 
find in Parliament. 

Yes 9 this comes from W8ssaw area in the Western region. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

Now can we move across to the traditional stolls and tell 
me exactly what they are. 

Yes, we have very mar1y designs. The central part is called 
"mfimfini" and it benrs a lot of symbols. This pnrticular 
one is called a 'rainbow stool'. Now the rainbow starts 
from one end and goes to the other end, meaning it's there 
for everybody. Now th8t particular stool reminds 
everybody in the system that they are part and pnrcel of 
the body politic. ThDt is democracy, Government is for all 
the people, not for one person. So anyone sitting on this 
is not an ~utocrat, he's under the law~ 

ALEX TETTEH~LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

Now how about this next stool which hos got n very 
peculi~r symbol ot the Centre. 

This symbol represents God. In their system, they think 
God cannot be compartime~talised, they cannot push him into 
space. Therefore we don t even have temples in this 
traditional reli~ion for God. No one has seen God, that is 
what they say. fle 1 s the wind, he's everything, so _you just 
do something to remind you of his pre~enoe~ 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DR. QUARCOO: 

There's another stool here which looks a little similar 
to this one. 

This is called ''God's Tree" or "Nyo.meduo 11 • You sometimes 
place this in the centre of your yord or et the outskirts of 
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the town or just before you enter your house, to remind 
you that God is everywhere. You don't draw him, he's not a 
big mnn with big eyes and so on. This stool just reminds 
you of the presence of GodG 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

It's f~scinating to reolise that the concept of God and 
democracy did not come to Africn from Europe. 

Thnt was The Rev. Dr. A.K. Quarcoo, Acting Head of the 
Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana, talking 
about the nature and fun~tion of African ort. 

MUSIC: "Limpopo" by Jeremy Taylor. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

And that's all we have time for this week. Join me agnin at 
the same time next week for more Arts and Africa. fhis is 
Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying goodbye for now. 

MUSIC: "Limpopo" by Je~emy Taylor. 
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